
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a VP, finance. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for VP, finance

Work with division and corporate leadership to coordinate the annual
financial and capital plan for the division, including the development of
strategic business plans and analyzing year over year trends and variances
analysis to operating & capital plans
Work with the warehouse and implement accounting processes as it relates
to inventory
Manage all finance functions including, treasury, tax, audit and investor/Board
package
Participate in additional capital raising efforts
Work with Group management to develop detailed technology project
budgets, segregate capital vs operating expense, oversee the spend in
relation to the budget and work with vendors to ensure costs are
appropriately billed and tracked
Play a key role in strategic business activities that contribute to organic
growth M&A, monitor capital expenditure and asset redeployment activities
Ensure financials are maintained and reported in accordance with GAAP and
that proper environment exists for accurate reporting and support
Evaluate the division’s finance structure/team - plan for continual
improvement of the efficiency and effectiveness of the Group
Assist in developing and maintaining new and existing client relationships, in
order to support the team in growing business in the region, including
preparation of marketing related material, with a particular focus on the
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Function as the liaison with various groups (Divisions, External Reporting,
CAAT/Internal Audit, Tax, Treasury, Consolidations, M&A, ) to ensure the
accuracy and relevancy of consolidated results and related analyses and both
financial and operational controls

Qualifications for VP, finance

Work with Marketing, Programming, Legal, Affiliate and Advertising sales,
Technical Operations teams to ensure accurate budgeting of their
department, tracking of actuals versus budget, to provide value-add FP&A
analysis and to support, challenge and validate the translation of their
strategy into accurate financials
Partner with finance directors in the regions to provide clear explanations on
central cost allocations and management fee
Prior media production accounting experience a must
Experience with financial planning software and general ledger systems
High-integrity individual with strong organizational, management,
training/development and interpersonal skills
Understands and appreciates the creative process


